
The Original Einhell 10-piece Compressed Air Set with pouch contains accessories compatible with any compressor. The set includes a tyre inflator

gauge, a blower gun adapter, 8 common valve adapters and a storage pouch. The tyre inflator gauge helps when fillling tyres and is displays the

pressure in bar and psi. The matching blow-out adapter needle is suitable, for example, for cleaning work areas. With the set of 8 standard adapters,

you are fully equipped for a variety of valve types, such as ball valves, Dunlop valves and screw valves. The entire compressed air set can be stored in

the included storage pouch.

Air Compressor Accessory

10pcs airtool set with bag
Item No.: 4139694

Ident No.: 21013

Bar Code: 4006825672381

Features & Benefits
Tire pressure gauge with bar and psi for pressure monitoring-

Blow-out adapter needle suitable for the tyre tire gauge-

Metal ball needle for inflating balls-

Robust valve adapter for inflating bicycle tyres-

Additional adapter for valves with an inner diameter of =>8 mm-

Additional adapter for valves with an inner diameter of =>10 mm-

Adapter for use with commercially available screw valves-

Various adapters for bleed valves and screw valves-

Storage bag with hook and loop for easy stowage-

Technical Data
- Operating pressure min. 0 bar

- Operating pressure max. 8 bar

- Hose length 34 cm

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 0.21

- Gross weight (kg) 0.57

- Dimensions single packaging 270 x 160 x 82 mm

- Pieces per export carton 20 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 9 kg

- Dimensions export carton 560 x 340 x 425 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 6920 | 14320 | 16800

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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